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ABSTRACT
We demonstrate a new practical approach for generating multicolour orbital angular momentum
(OAM) beams. It involves a standard silica optical fibre, with appropriate control of input coupling
conditions. Specifically, a properly tilted input laser beam must be injected into the fibre cladding.
This spontaneously breaks the fibre axial symmetry by imposing wavefront rotation. In this way,
OAM beams can be easily generated even with low-power, continuous-wave (CW) laser sources (e.g.,
a laser pointer). With a high-power near-infrared femtosecond laser, a visible OAM supercontinuum
is generated, that is characterized by a coloured spiral emission in the far field. With control of
input coupling conditions, one observes that colours of the spiral spatially self-organize in a rainbow
distribution. Our method is independent of the laser source wavelength and polarization. Therefore,
standard optical fibres may be used for generating OAM beams in many applications, ranging from
communications to optical tweezers and quantum optics.
1 Introduction
Orbital Angular Momentum (OAM) modes are peculiar solutions of Maxwell’s equations, characterized by phase
singularity, helical wavefront, and propagation direction varying with azimuthal angle [1, 2, 3]. OAM modes are
also referred to as spiral beams, for their spiral shape in the far-field. Their main characteristic is the so-called
topological charge (TC), an integer number that counts the number of wavefront rotations over one wavelength of
propagation. Studies of OAM or spiral beams date back to more than thirty years ago, since their introduction by
Allen et al. in 1992 [4]. Over time, interest in OAM beams has increased tremendously, thanks to their widespread
potential for applications. These range from telecommunications [5, 6] to quantum optics [7], holography [8, 9], and
optical tweezers [10, 11], a research recognized by the award of the 2018 Nobel prize to Arthur Ashkin. Because of
their intrinsic nature, spiral beams exhibit a peculiar phase profile that must be superimposed on a laser beam, for
introducing the axial symmetry-breaking which is necessary to generate OAM. So far, this has been mostly obtained by
means of external optical components [12] which, owing to their volume and polarization dependence, hampers the
miniaturization of OAM generators, and limits their use in integrated optics [13]. To overcome these drawbacks, micro-
and nano-structured OAM generators were recently introduced [12]. Progress was also made in generating OAM beams
with optical fibre systems [14]: e.g., fibre gratings [15, 14], vortex fibres [16, 17], microstructured fibres [18], and
mode-selective photonic lanterns [19]. All of these OAM generation techniques require either challenging fabrication
processes, or using specialty fibres.
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In this work, we propose an entirely different and breakthrough approach for the generation of structured light, such as
OAM beams: it only involves the use of standard, telecom silica optical fibres. It consists of focusing a laser beam
with proper angles ϑ and ϕ, inside the cladding at the input facet of the fibre, as sketched in Fig. 1a. This produces an
azimuthal component to the beam wave vector, so that when propagating inside the fibre, the beam starts spiralling
in the cladding, spontaneously leading to OAM or spiral emission with TC = ±1 at the fibre output, as shown in
Fig. 1b. As a cylindrical waveguide, an optical fibre is a natural beam shaper for OAM beams. Multimode fibres
(MMFs) support OAM modes on their own, and are therefore among the most suitable candidates for OAM beam
generation. Our method does not require a MMF core, i.e., even a singlemode fibre (SMF) can be used, as long as the
fibre cladding is multimode. By our approach, we can easily change the TC sign, and consequently the chirality of
the spiral, by just inverting the sign of the incidence angle ϑ. In the nonlinear propagation regime, supercontinuum
(SC) generation allows for broadband and high-brightness spectral emission, covering all visible spectrum. We reveal
that in the far-field, the SC is a spiral beam, containing a mixture of different colours. Under proper input coupling
conditions, these colours spontaneously separate in space, giving rise to spiral-shaped rainbow emission, analogous to
conical emission in filamentation, which accompanies high-power laser beam propagation in air [20, 21].
2 Results
Our approach to generate OAM and spiral emission by means of commercial, standard telecom fibres is remarkably
simple. We demonstrate that a laser beam, coupled with proper input zenith angle ϑ and azimuth angle ϕ (see Fig. 1a)
into fibre cladding modes carrying OAM, produces a spiral emission in the far-field, independently of its wavelength or
polarization. The main conditions on the incidence beam angles are: small zenith angles (e.g., ϑ < 2◦), and azimuthal
angles such that the projection of the laser beam wave vector on the transverse plane of the fibre (kt) is tangent to
the core/cladding interface, so that its radial component is vanishing (see Fig. 1a). In our experiments, we removed
the external plastic coating of the fibre, so that the beam undergoes multiple reflections at the cladding-air interface
while moving in its helical path. By exploiting the phenomenon of upconversion luminescence (due to the presence of
doping, and of intrinsic and extrinsic defects in MMFs [22, 23]), we could also monitor beam propagation inside the
fibre by naked eye (see Methods). In Fig.1c-e, we report microscope images taken from the top of the MMFs, with
proper incidence angles. Here, we can clearly recognize a helical visible emission, associated with an OAM beam
twisting around the core-cladding interface. The experimental set-up to study spiral emission is shown in Fig.1f. As a
source for SC generation, we used intense femtosecond laser pulses at the 1030 nm wavelength. As discussed in the
Supplementary, we observed that spiral emission can be obtained with shorter wavelengths as well. As it exits the fibre,
the beam is collected by an imaging lens to measure the near-field spatial profile and spectrum with a CCD camera and
a spectrometer, respectively. By means of a flipping mirror we could also image the far-field. The true-colour picture
on the right of Fig.1b was obtained by matching three different conditions: OAM mode propagation, SC generation,
and colour spatial separation. In the following, we investigate these elements one at a time. OAM generation is due to
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Figure 1: (a) Schematic of fibre geometry and rainbow spiral emission; ϑ is the incidence tilt of the skew ray (or zenith
angle), ϕ is the azimuth angle, and kt is the projection of the laser beam wave vector on the fibre transverse plane. (b)
Spiral emission from CW He-Ne laser (left) or from femtosecond pulse laser (right). (c) Zoom-in of (d), dashed lines
indicate core-cladding boundaries. (d) Visualization of helical beam propagation in a graded-index (GRIN) fibre, thanks
to upconversion luminescence from material defects and doping. Scattered white light on the right is due to the fibre
holder. (e) Same as (d) but from step-index fibre. (f) Schematic of set-up where typical near- and far-fields are shown.
The ND filter is used to vary input power, FL stands for focus lens, and CBS for cubic beam splitter.
the excitation of cladding modes supporting OAM both in MMFs and SMFs (see Supplementary). These are excited
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when the laser is focused in the cladding with a small tilt angle ϑ (between 1 and 2 degrees), and lead to helical beam
propagation as shown in Fig.1c-e. OAM beams are leaky cladding modes, hence they only survive over a short length
of fibre (here typically 2 cm), because of core-cladding mode coupling [24]. Light tends to penetrate into the fibre core
where the refractive index is higher, and it gets coupled to core modes, while losing its OAM. By limiting the fibre
length to a few centimeters, we keep the output transmission above 90% even at MW input powers [25]. Therefore our
method permits for a very high OAM conversion efficiency.
Remarkably, our OAM beam generation method is linear, hence it does not require particularly high laser powers. As
detailed in the Supplementary, OAM beams could be generated independently of the laser average power and pulse
duration. For example, we could generate a red spiral beam by using a CW He-Ne laser (see Fig.1b-left), and even by
using a standard laser pointer as a source! OAM generation does not appear to be affected by varying the input state of
polarization, and it is wavelength-independent.
Numerical simulations have been performed, in order to reproduce the spiral emission formation. In Fig.2a, we report
how a beam that is initially focused on a point, progressively occupies all of the cladding area (see Methods for details
of the numerical model). In Fig.2a we also plot the far-field, corresponding to the spatial distribution of the field inside
the fibre.
We underline that, in spite of its annular shape in the near-field, the output beam is not an optical vortex, since it does
not have the required spiral shape in the phase profile of the corresponding far-field (see the Supplementary Material).
To the contrary, the output beam exhibits an intensity spiral shape in the far-field [12]. One can also appreciate that
spiral formation requires a certain propagation length (estimated to a few millimeters with our parameters). On the
other hand, due to mode coupling with the fibre core, the spiralling far-field vanishes if the fibre is longer than a few
centimeters (not shown in the figure). In any case, a strong correlation was observed between the longitudinal domain
of spiral existence and the angle of incidence ϑ. Specifically, we noted that as ϑ increases, the range of OAM existence
tends to decrease. We estimated both numerically and experimentally the optimal threshold length to be of about 2 cm
for ϑ ' 2◦.
Simulations also explain how to tune the TC of the output beam. Depending on the beam input position, one can reverse
the OAM beam chirality, from clockwise to counterclockwise, thus inverting the TC sign. This is illustrated in Fig.2b.
Diametrically opposed input positions correspond to opposite winding, hence flipping the TC sign. Excellent qualitative
agreement between simulations and experiments was achieved, as shown in Fig.2c-d.
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Figure 2: (a) Sketch of the first 1.5 cm of the fibre (bottom); The near-field is numerically computed each 2.5 mm,
corresponding to the position where the transverse planes cut the fibre (centre). The far-field is calculated as the Fourier
transform of the near-field, showing spiral emission formation (top). (b) Tunability of optical chirality. The spiral
emission TC sign depends on the input beam position with respect to the fibre centre. (c) Numerical confirmation
of optical chirality inversion. (d) Experimental results corresponding to (c). All simulations and experiments were
performed with an input peak power of 3 MW, a wavelength of 1030 nm, ϑ = 1.5◦ and ϕ = 45◦.
Whenever the injected power of a near-infrared femtosecond laser source was high enough to produce SC generation,
i.e., a wide nonlinear spectral broadening of the input laser source, a coloured spiral beam exited from the fibre output
facet. In Fig.3a,b we report spectra obtained from step-index (SI) and GRIN MMFs, respectively, when varying the
input peak power. When the latter reaches 48 MW, the whole visible spectral range is covered, producing all of the
images shown in Fig.3c. Due to the absence of clear peaks in the visible range, and because of the nearly symmetric
broadening of the pump spectra, we may ascribe the observed SC mechanism to self-phase modulation.
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Finally, we could observe that colour spatial separation within the spiral only depends on the input coupling condition,
i.e., the position of the incident laser beam on the fibre, while keeping the same spectral composition. In Fig.3c we
show that speckled features appear when the input beam is partially focused inside the core. By gradually moving
deeper into the cladding, spiral emission becomes clearer, and it is characterized by a disordered mix of colours. Finally,
when the beam crosses the cladding-air interface, we obtain the rainbow spiral emission as shown in Fig.1b-right. In
our experiments, topological charges other than TC = 1 were also observed. An overview of these hybrid order spiral
beams is presented in Fig.4.
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Figure 3: (a-b) fibre output spectra at different input peak powers (up to 48 MW) at 1030 nm in step- and graded-index
fibres respectively keeping the same coupling conditions. (c) Far-field image of graded-index fibre when varying the
input beam position keeping the peak power at 48 MW, while keeping ϑ = 1.5◦ and ϕ = 45◦. (d) Ray optics sketch
of conical emission analogy. On the top, the SC is generated inside the fiber volume. On the bottom, the case of SC
generates at the air-cladding interface.
During the experiments, we observed that the shape of the spiral emission strictly depends on the specific input coupling
conditions. The configuration where TC = 1 is obtained when the input beam wave vector radial component is
vanishing. In Fig.4a we report the particular case of a beam focused on the cladding-air interface: here the black arrow
indicates the in-plane component of the wave vector. This configuration gives rise to a rainbow spiral emission in
both SI and GRIN fibres, as illustrated in Fig.4b and c, respectively. If one reverses the direction of the arrow (i.e.,
by rotating the azimuthal angle), the topological charge of the spiral flips its sign (see Fig.4d-e). However, one can
have intermediate configurations, where the radial component of the wave vector is nonzero. We show in Fig.4f-g an
example of input coupling condition, for which the beam appears as a superposition of spirals with TC = ±1. One can
remark the formation of a heart shape at the centre of the far-field image. In the extreme case, where the transverse
component of the wave vector is directed along the radius (Fig.4h), the two counter-rotating spirals have exactly the
same intensity, producing the far-field which is shown in (Fig.4i). This configuration is bistable, and in the presence of
small fluctuations one may observe a decay in complex far-field patterns. Finally, we report in Fig.4j a case where an
output beam with TC = 2 is produced.
Discussion
The observed spiral emission can be explained by the analogy with the spatial generation of OAM modes from single
filaments in air [20, 21]. This manifests when an intense laser pulse increases the air refractive index, owing to the Kerr
effect. As a consequence, the pulse collapses, and a plasma channel is generated along the optical axis. When the beam
self-focusing and plasma defocusing compensate for each other, the pulse transforms into a filament, surrounded by an
energy reservoir. This is analogous to light propagating in optical fibres: the plasma channel acts as the core, and the
energy reservoir as the cladding [21]. Upon propagation in the filament, a portion of radiation is lost, being emitted at
4
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Figure 4: (a) Sketch of the input configuration for rainbow spiral emissions obtained in either SI (b) or GRIN (c) fibres.
Black arrows represent the transverse plane component of the input wave vector. (d) Symmetric situation with respect
to (a), leading to flipping the topological charge which results in a change of chirality, as seen in (e). (f-g) Superposition
of two spirals (TC = ±1) with different intensities (g) (heart-like spiral emission), when the transverse wave vector has
a nonzero radial component (f). (h-i) Same as in (f-g), when the transverse wave vector points along the radial direction.
(j) Bistable case, resulting in a spiral beam with TC = 2. For all pictures shown, the input power and wavelength were
48 MW and 1030 nm, respectively and the fibres were 2 cm long. All the images but (b) refer to GRIN fibres.
specific angles, a process known as conical emission [26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32]. Recently, Walter at al. demonstrated
OAM beam generation by means of deformable mirrors, transforming conical emission into a spiral [20, 21]. The latter
is due to the difference of group velocity between the plasma channel and the energy reservoir, which allows for a
continuous interaction between their modes. The background energy flows helically around the plasma channel (just as
seen in Fig.1c), thus slightly deviating the filament, and impressing wavefront rotation. In fibres, nonlinearity is not
necessary to obtain OAM beams, because the cladding (reservoir) and the core (filament) are defined by the linear index
profile. Moreover, no external spatial modulation is needed, since the cladding geometry spontaneously creates OAM
when a symmetry-breaking is seeded by a small tilt of the transverse incidence angle.
The analogy with radiation emission by single filaments in air allows for understanding the mechanism of colour
separation in rainbow SC spiral emission. In conical emission, shorter wavelengths are emitted with wider angles in the
presence of SC generation. The wavelength spread produced by source broadening depends on the Kerr effect-induced
electron density gradient: the larger the gradient, the more shifted the generated wavelengths. When SC is generated, its
wave vector has a radial component whose modulus linearly grows with optical frequency. This results in a narrower
(larger) angle of emission for long (short) wavelengths. In particular, since the radial electron density gradient varies
continuously from zero to a maximum value, rainbow rings are generated. This phenomenon has been attributed to
self-phase modulation (SPM) in the radial direction [33, 34, 35].
Applied to our case, the mathematical model to describe the frequency- angular intensity distribution of spectral
components San(ϑ, λ, z) is [35]
San(ϑ, λ, z) = S0(ϑ, λ, z)`(z)
2sinc
∆ϑ
2
, (1)
where ∆ϑ is the phase excursion of radiation from a broadband point source with distribution S0 and propagating with
group velocity vg over distance `(z) which reads as [35]
∆ϑ =
2pi`(z)
λ0
[(
1− λ0
λ
)
c0
vg
−
(
1− λ0n(λ)
λn0
cos(ϑ)
)
n0
]
. (2)
Here n0 is the refractive index, n(λ) is material dispersion in silica, and c0 the speed of light in vacuum. Since we
spontaneously generate an OAM beam, the helical path of the photon now leads to rainbow-like spiral emission, instead
of a conical emission. The filamentation analogy also helps to explain the colour separation shown in Fig.3c. Whenever
SC generation takes place inside the cladding volume, the pump propagation direction is locally a symmetry axis, and
two wavevectors are associated with the same wavelength, which is equivalent to conical emission. This configuration is
sketched on the top of Fig.3d by an intuitive ray-optics picture. The initial spread 2∆θ gets wider after each reflection,
leading to interference which is responsible for colour mixing in the far-field. One can estimate that very small emission
angles (∆θ < 10−5rad) are needed in order to incur into interference. Things drastically change when the input beam
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is focused right at the cladding-air interface (bottom of Fig.3d). This is because the cladding edge breaks the symmetry
along the beam propagation, and a one-to-one correspondence between wavelength and wavevector is imposed by
the electromagnetic field continuity condition at the boundary. The resulting lonely ray does not suffer from any
interference, and a rainbow colour distribution is observed as in the case of conical emission in air.
Conclusion
We observed the generation of multicolour spiral beam by using standard commercial silica optical fibres. The main
trick consists of choosing appropriate fibre coupling conditions, in order to excite cladding modes that carry OAM, and
to combine them with the self-focusing process, which permits to generate a large spectral broadening. Our method of
OAM beam generation has several advantages. First of all, employing optical fibres allows for easier integration with
existing devices and, while in conventional OAM beam generators one has to rely on spatial light modulators, here
OAM is intrinsically provided by the cylindrical geometry of the fibre. Moreover, the method is quite robust: it does not
depend on the source state polarization, power and wavelength. The spiral emission formation in fibres is analogous
to light filamentation in air. Accordingly, in analogy with conical emission, we could explain the observed rainbow
spiral emission in MMFs. Our results provide a substantial advance in structured light generation, and pave the way
to the pract ical application of OAM beams in data storage, super-resolution and nanoscale microscopy technologies.
Moreover, since OAM beams are a phenomenon that is shared by classical and quantum physics, our generation
approach might find applications in quantum optics. Thanks to the low sensitivity to environmental perturbations with
respect to in-air OAM beam generation, our method can be applied to implement immersible optical tweezers for
applications in biology as well.
3 methods
3.1 Beam spiralling top view
The top view images in Fig.1c-e were taken with a Dinolight2.0 digital microscope for 140 mW average input power
from the femtosecond laser at 1030 nm, at the repetition rate of 20 kHz. One can appreciate that part of the beam
propagates inside the fibre core in Fig.1d. In fact, the periodicity of the violet emission intensity is due to the spatial
self-imaging effect, i.e. the periodic oscillation of the beam intensity induced by parabolic index grading [22]. As a
confirmation, these intensity oscillations are absent when a step-index fibre is used (see Fig.1e). Moreover, one can
appreciate that the scattered light in the step-index does not have a blue component due to the absence of Germanium
doping.
3.2 Experimental Setup
Our pulsed light source was a Yb-based laser (Light Conversion PHAROS-SP-HP), generating pulses of 180 fs with
1-100 kHz repetition rate. The laser beam was focused on the input facet of the fibre, and incident with a controllable
tilt angles ϑ and ϕ with respect to the fibre axis z, and with a beam diameter of about 10 µm at 1/e2 of peak intensity.
Both the parabolic GRIN fibre and the step-index fibre had a core radius rc=25 µm, cladding radius 62.5 µm, and a
cladding index nclad=1.45 at λ = 1030 nm. The relative core-cladding index difference was ∆=0.0103 or 0.0120 for
the GRIN and the step-index fibre, respectively. The index grading is realized by Germanium doping. Spectra were
collected by a miniature fibre optics spectrometer (Ocean Optics USB2000+), with 200-1100 nm spectral range and an
optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) (Yokogawa AQ6370D), while far and near-field images were taken by a Reflex digital
camera (Nikon D850) and a Gentec Beamage-4M-IR CCD camera, respectively. Input and output average powers
were measured by a thermopile power meter (GENTEC XLP12-3S-VP-INT-D0). Our CW light source was a 4 mW
HeNe-based laser (Thorlabs HNLS008L-EC).
3.3 Numerical model
The numerical model developed to describe the process of generation and propagation of OAM beams and spiral
emission in MMFs is the (3D + 1) GNLSE (or Gross-Pitaevskii equation [36]) in its vectorial form, involving a single
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field for each polarization, including all frequencies and modes [25]:
∂Ap(x, y, z, t)
∂z
=
i
2k
(
∂2Ap
∂x2
+
∂2Ap
∂y2
)
− iβ2
2
∂2Ap
∂t2
+
β3
6
∂3Ap
∂t3
+ i
β4
24
∂4Ap
∂t4
− α
2
Ap+ (3)
+i
k
2
[
n2(x, y)
n20
− 1
]
Ap + iγ
(
1 + iK2 +
i
ω0
∂
∂t
)[
(1− fR)Ap
(
|Ap|2 + 2
3
|Aq|2 + 1
3
A2pe
−2iω0t
)
+
+fRAp
∫ t
−∞
dτhR(τ)
(
|Ap(t− τ)|2 + 2
3
|Aq(t− τ)|2
)]
with k = n0 2piλ , γ = n2
2pi
λ , K2 =
α2
2γ , and fR = 0.18. In Eq.(3), the two polarizations p, q = x, y are nonlinearly
coupled. Terms in the right-hand side of Eq. (3) account for: transverse diffraction, second, third and fourth-order
dispersion, linear loss, the waveguiding term with refractive index profile n(x, y) and core index n0, Kerr and Raman
nonlinearities (with nonlinear coefficient γ and fraction fR), respectively. In Eqs.(3) we neglect the contribution of
polarization mode dispersion: we numerically verified that its effects are negligible for the short fibre lengths (few
centimeters) involved in our experiments. Nonlinearities include self-steepening, third-harmonic generation (THG) and
two-photon absorption (TPA) (with coefficient α2).
In simulations, we used the following GRIN fibre parameters: core radius, cladding radius, and relative index
difference are already provided in the experimental setup subsection; dispersion parameters are β2 = 18.9 ps2/km
at 1030 nm, β3 = 0.041 ps3/km, β4 = −5.3 × 10−5 ps4/km; nonlinear parameters are n2 = 2.7 × 10−20 m2/W,
α2 = 1× 10−16 m/W; hR(τ) with the typical response times of 12.2 and 32 fs, respectively [37, 38]. We included the
wavelength dependence of the linear loss coefficient α, as reported for standard SM glass fibres [39]. The input beam
was modeled as a Gaussian beam with w0 = 5 µm waist (10 µm diameter); we used a Gaussian temporal shape with
full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) pulse-width TFWHM = 180 fs. The input beam was coupled at different points of
the cladding or the core, and tilted by small angles (up to 15 degrees).
4 Supplementary materials
4.1 Spiral emission as a function of input pulse duration, peak power, and wavelength.
The objective of this section is to show that spiral emission by injecting a laser beam in the cladding of an optical fibre
is not affected by a change of different parameters of the source beam. We demonstrate that, by showing images of the
far-field at the fibre output, when we vary either the peak power, the time duration of the incident laser pulse, or the
source wavelength. Fig.5a and b show far-field (first two rows) and near-field images (third row) at the output of 2 cm
long GRIN or SI fibres. The near-field is only reported for the GRIN fibre case. Here the wavelength and the pulse
duration are kept at 1030 nm and 180 fs, respectively, while the input peak power is varied between 0.1 MW and 6 MW.
These values remain below the SC generation threshold, so that spiral emission is only observed in the near-IR (i.e., at
the pump wavelength). By comparing the different images, we can see that that only intensity variations occur (owing
to the increase of input power), while the spiral shape remains unchanged. Fig.5b shows the evolution of the far-field
intensity from the output of a 2 cm length of GRIN MMF at 1030 nm, with 0.1 mW of input average power, when the
pulse duration is varied from 180 ps to 8 ps. As we can see, spiral generation is independent of the time duration of the
input pulse as well, which confirms the linear nature of the phenomenon.
We confirmed that spiral beams can always be obtained, also when the pump wavelength is varied from 1030 nm. In
Fig.6a and b we show the far-field at the output of GRIN and SI fibres, respectively, when the input wavelength ranges
from 650 nm to 940 nm, while keeping the same incidence angle and position of the input beam. In Fig.6c and d we
report the corresponding near-field distributions and spectra for the case of a GRIN fibre only. Again, we can remark
that the formation of far-field spiral shapes is always observed, for any value of the source wavelength. In Fig.6e we
report the spectra obtained from GRIN MMFs, when varying the input peak power up to 49 MW.
4.2 Spiral emission from singlemode fibre and from laser pointer
The objective of this section is to demonstrate, both experimentally and numerically, spiral emission from an SMF.
Fig.7a schematically illustrates the input coupling condition. The laser beam is offset by about 45 µm with respect to
the fibre axis, with ϑ = 1.5◦ and ϕ = 45◦. Figures 7b,c show the far-field image at the output of a 2 cm long SMF, as
obtained either experimentally or numerically, under the same conditions. The wavelength and the pulse duration were
kept at 1030 nm and 180 fs, respectively, while the input peak power was 0.1 MW, and the repetition rate was 50 kHz.
As can be seen from these images, even in the case of a singlemode core it is possible to generate spiral emission out of
7
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Figure 5: (a) Near and far-field images at the output of a 2 cm GRIN or SI fibre. The input peak power varies from 0.1
MW to 6 MW, with a repetition rate 50 kHz. The source wavelength is 1030 nm, while the fibres are 1.5 cm long. The
coupling angles are ϑ = 2◦ and ϕ = 45◦. (b) Far-field images from GRIN fibre, under the same conditions as (a). Here
the input average power is maintained at 0.1 mW, while the pulse duration varies between 0.18 to 8 ps
b)
a)
a) c)
d)
e)
Figure 6: (a) Far-field images from a 2 cm long GRIN when the wavelength of the laser source varies between 650
and 940 nm. The input power is kept at 0.1 MW, with a 50 kHz repetition rate; the input beam coupling angles are
ϑ = 2◦ and ϕ = 45◦. (b) Same as in (a), for a SI fibre. (c-d) Near-field output intensity and spectra corresponding to
(a). (e) fibre output spectra at different input peak powers (up to 48 MW) at 1030 nm in GRIN fibres keeping the same
coupling conditions.
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.
b)a) c) d)
Figure 7: (a) Sketch of the input coupling configuration for spiral emissions in an SMF. Black arrows represent the
in-plane component of the input wave vector. (b) Experimental and (c) numerical far-field images from a 2 cm long
SMF at 1030 nm. The input peak power is 0.1 MW with a repetition rate of 50 kHz, and the coupling angles are ϑ = 2◦
and ϕ = 45◦. (d) Spiral emission from a commercial laser pointer.
the fibre, by suitably coupling the incoming laser beam with the fibre cladding. Additionally, in Fig.7d we report the
far-field image from GRIN MMFs, using a commercial laser pointer.
4.3 OAM impressed by cladding modes
We have shown in the main text, both numerically and experimentally, that the output spiral shape forms in the far
field at the fibre output if and only if the input beam is coupled with the cladding. Here, we analytically demonstrate
that OAM modes are indeed supported by the fibre cladding. OAM modes can be generated by the combination of
two fundamental cylindrical vector (CV) modes, i.e. OAM±`,m = TM`,m ± iTE`,m, with m = 0, 1, ..., ` [12]. We
refer to ` as the topological charge TC, so that when TC = 1, OAM±,m1 = TM1,m ± iTE1,m. Let us consider the
simplest case of SI fibre, with axially symmetric profile and dielectric permittivity ε(r). For a cylindrical fibre, the
electric and magnetic fields can be written as [24, 40]:
E(r, ϕ, z, t) = E0(r)eβz−ωt−`ϕ (4)
H(r, ϕ, z, t) = H0(r)eβz−ωt−`ϕ (5)
having indicated with β, ω and ϕ the propagation constant, the angular frequency and the azimuthal number, respectively.
Using Maxwell’s equations in cylindrical coordinates, we obtain a differential equation, whose solutions can be expressed
as a superposition of Bessel’s functions of the first and second kind.
Ez = i
u2
k0ε
(
AJ` +BY`
)
(6)
Ez = −u
2
k0
(
CJ` +DY`
)
(7)
where k0 = ω/c, u =
√
k20ε− β2, J and Y stand for the wave number, the transverse component of the wave
vector, and the first and second kind of Bessel function, respectively. The coefficients A, B, C, and D are computed
by imposing boundary conditions between separation interfaces, i.e., by imposing the continuity of the tangential
components of the fields between the various layers (core/cladding and cladding/air). To this aim, it is useful to express
the field in a matrix form in the three layers: in the core, being σ = β`/k0, [24, 40]
( Ez Hz Eϕ Hϕ )
T
= [Mcor] ( A1 0 C1 0 )
T (8)
with
[Mcor] =

i
u2cor
εcork0
J`(ucorr) 0 0 0
0 0 −u2cork0 J`(ucorr) 0−i σrεcor J`(ucorr) 0 iucorJ ′`(ucorr) 0−ucorJ ′`(ucorr) 0 σr J`(ucorr) 0.
 (9)
Analogously, in the cladding
( Ez Hz Eϕ Hϕ )
T
= [Mcla] = ( A2 0 C2 0 )
T (10)
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with
[Mcla] =

i
u2cla
εclak0
J`(uclar) i
u2cla
εclak0
Y`(uclar) 0 0
0 0 −u2clak0 J`(uclar) −
u2cla
k0
Y`(uclar)
−i σrεcla J`(uclar) 0 iuclaJ ′`(uclar) iuclaY ′` (uclar)−uclaJ ′`(uclar) −uclaY ′` (uclar) σr J`(uclar) σr Y`(uclar)
 (11)
Unlike the core case, the origin of the reference system does not belong to the cladding (due to its annular shape). This
allows to take into account Bessel functions of the second kind, whose contribution in the core had to be suppressed in
9, since it produces a divergence in r = 0. Finally, in the last layer made up of air surrounding the fibre, since the field
decays to zero at the infinity, one must impose that A3 = C3 = 0.
( Ez Hz Eϕ Hϕ )
T
= [Mair] = ( A3 0 C3 0 )
T (12)
[Mair] =

0 i
u2air
εairk0
K`(uairr) 0 0
0 0 0 −u2airk0 K`(uairr)
0 −i σrεairK`(uairr) 0 iuairK ′`(uairr)
0 −uairK ′`(uairr) 0 σrK`(uairr) 0
 (13)
where K is the modified Bessel function, and uair =
√
−k20εair + β2.
Imposing now the boundary condition on each separation interface, we have
[Mcor(rcor)] ( A1 0 C1 0 )
T
= [Mcla(rcor)][M
−1
cla (rcla)][Mair(rcla)] ( 0 B3 0 D3 )
T (14)
By solving the matrix system it is possible to obtain the problem unknowns. In our case, being ncor−nclancla  1 and
using the zero-order paraxial approximation, we find that for TE0m modes
Er = 0 Eϕ = iE1m(r) (15)
Hr = −β1m
ωµ0
E1m(r) Hϕ = 0 (16)
and for TM0m modes
Er = E1m(r) Eϕ = 0 (17)
Hr = 0 Hϕ =
β1m
ωµ0
E1m(r) (18)
withE1m = AJ1+BY1. The TM0,m and TE0,m modes, necessary for the generation of the OAM modesOAM±1,m =
TM0,m + iTE0,m, are therefore supported by the cladding of optical fibres. In order to obtain a circular combination of
the two modes, it is sufficient to enter with an appropriate angle into the cladding, as we have discussed in the main text.
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